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Dear Harold, 

The other day I got a splinter in the undersid 
my left foot. I “couldn't see it and had to as 
it cut. She sterilized a needle and tried. Ff 
of it must have escaped her probing and diggin 
it. My wife thinks an infection is setting in 
it I soaked both feet in as hot water as I cou 
infection doesn't clear up It'll need a doctor, 

Somehow all the trails I tread lead to doctors 
were urological or ballistic, or both, I could 
Lattimer with whom Tan shamefully remiss in co 
I had Addison's désease or was shot TI could lec 
If I anticipated death I'd ask him to make out 
necessary pavers.” 
you may remember, I asked Dr. Weisberg for hel 
to treat Me. Tistaad of administering an anti 
gested forcefully but vaguely my trouble was fr 
recommenced recourse to medievalism. It remin 
Nuvallier of Haiti claimed, before he died of 
had killed President rennedy by voodoo. 

I thought I'd hear from you before this about 
birthday party. Did you have a cake and blow 
while your student protegees sang "For hets 
while thev quaffed water from your new-dug wel 
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Just three days ago my heart beat auickened wth 
accustomed envelope in the letter box. But, s 
wasn't from you. It turned out to be from som 
had never heard, &sking me to suggest a suitab 
seription on a certificate signalizing a donat 
Emergency Committee, "which is actively workin 
refugees from Chilean fascism," in.the name of 
lutionary who died in Philadelphia on the same 
assassinated and at whose funeral I made "a me 
my correspondent said. JI complied but it made 
would you say if you were asked to speak at my 
written me off in life? Would you turn vour b 
distraught widow read scorching passages from 
would you be carried away by remorse and comme 
consumed me, the virtue you denied me while I 
ins with zeal to expose the Lruth? 
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ON What could 
for vou - that you went in search of the holy 
overcome with suspicion of foe and friend you 
cut down the tree of collaboration before firs 

Les spring melt vour resolve Confide your th 
cretion. Joint work should benefit all. Havel 
among your brothers and sung "Solidarity Forev 
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